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    Charla Shambley:Welcome to Call 09 for the ATRT2 
  Alan Greenberg:Dialing in shortly. 
  Carlos Raul:Happy Switzerlands National Day!!!! 
  Michael Yakushev:I am very sorry, but there are strange issues with my connection. I am connected 
thru Adobeconnect, I can hear Brian, but I am unable to connect trhu phone 
  Alan Greenberg:I'm on now. Have not had a look at report. 
  Steve Crocker:Good morning, everyone 
  Fiona Asonga:Afternoon everyone 
  Charla Shambley:Michael - the adigo operator will be dialing out to you in a minute 
  Fiona Asonga:Fiona there is so much echo from you 
  Fiona Asonga:Thanks for the clarification 
  Larisa Gurnick:[Section A. should be completed for each recommendation made by the prior review 
teams.  It is intended to document assessment of ATRT 2 of ICANN’s implementation of prior 
recommendations.] 
  Fiona Asonga:Templates had been disributed by Brian, Avri and Fiona 
  Fiona Asonga:I haven't seen template from david 
  Brian Cute:Thank you Fiona.  My apology for theoversight.  
  Fiona Alexander:For the sub-team looking at GAC related issues Larry will circulate by August 9th the 
templates filled out with draft assessments of the ATRT1 recommendations as wellas provide templates 
for new GAC related recommendations.  I believes this is WS1.b 
  Fiona Asonga:Apology accepted Brian 
  Fiona Alexander:As the work of ATRT2 will go out for public feedback and comment prior to the 
Argentina meeting the entire community will need to be able to understand clearly what the group is 
saying.  For the sake of clarity it may make sense to be as explicit as possible 
  Larisa Gurnick:On the topic of exchange with the Board and staff,  the timeline included such a dialogue 
to take place in mid-September.  Additionally, staff can be made available during the LA meeting to 
provide early feedback and clarifications. 
  Larisa Gurnick:we are making small conference rooms available. 
  Brian Cute:excellent.  thank you Larisa. 
  Olivier Crepin-Leblond:yes that's great LArisa. Thanks! 
  Steve Crocker:I need to take a short break for about ten minutes. 
  Steve Crocker:I'll leave my phone connected but I won't be here.  I'll announce my return. 
  Steve Crocker: I'm back 
  Charla Shambley:Thank you for participating in today's call. 
 


